The essence of efficient capital market theory

At the start of the 1960s there was a widespread effort in US academic circles to find some sort of general law underlying the securities market, in particular the stock prices. There had already been amassed sufficient empirical data on the development of the capital market and there were also relatively (at that time) high performance computers, making it possible to process this data and test various hypotheses. Signs emerged of what was later to become known as efficient capital market theory; though a generally accepted, codified capital market theory did not yet exist.

It was E. Fama who in his thesis offered precisely such a theory, and therefore it is no wonder that his work was received by academic circles with such enthusiasm. The position of practitioners at the capital market was however more
sceptical. Their efforts were focused on finding techniques that would enable them to beat the market and in this way achieve extraordinary profits. The efficient capital market theory, however, claims that no such thing is possible over the long term. Individual investors may temporarily achieve extraordinarily good (or extraordinarily bad) results, though in the long term these profits and losses balance out. The essence of the efficient capital market theory is the thesis that security prices reflect all available information, and investors always pay the correct price for securities of the respective risk class. Their role is just to decide what risk they are willing to bear in order to achieve the expected yield. With regard to this E. Fama identifies three different factors of risk (his theory is therefore sometimes termed the "three-factor model"), where the investor must decide on what is acceptable and preferable. This concerns the selection of the share of bonds and stock in a portfolio, the decision as to whether they want to concentrate on the stock of large or small firms and on the decision as to whether they want to aim at growth stocks (which for a certain time bear no dividend) or on value stocks, where the dividend payout positively influences the market value of the shares.

Fama formulated the core of the theory of passive investors at the capital market, who merely copy the development of a market portfolio and try to have in their portfolios those securities (or at least a representative set of them) that are the basis of stock indices in a given period (mostly in a month). Many institutional investors (according to Fama at least 40% of investors on the capital market) operate in this manner.

Fama claims that there is no sense in trying to beat the market through the stock picking, to speculate on their rise or fall (according to whether at a given moment they seem undervalued or overvalued). It is enough merely to monitor prices and adapt the portfolio to the market index. There is no generally applicable theory that would enable the development of individual share prices to be predicted. This development is purely random. Managers who operate a passive investment policy are in fact not passive, but through flexible adaptation of their portfolio to the market situation best serve the interests of individual investors.

How efficient capital market theory has weathered the test of time

In financial theory and in particular practice criticism is often made through highlighting various anomalies in actual behaviour of securities prices. Various authors have also attempted to empirically test the hypotheses on which this theory is based.

The subject of research became primarily the question as to whether security prices sufficiently flexibly reflect relevant facts, whether there is a long term under-valuation or over-valuation of certain securities. Were this to occur, speculation with individual securities could lead to a long-term higher return than that achieved through passive investing.

In the 1980s and 1990s in the USA behavioural financial theory gained popularity, which attempts to derive certain generally valid conclusions for financial theory from investors behaviour over the long term. For example according to F. M. DeBondt and R. Thaler investors who over the preceding three to five years achieved extraordinarily high returns, in following years suffer losses and vice-versa. According to this hypothesis the market overreacts to past returns, which ultimately leads to a reversal of any trend.

To this Fama remarks that too overreaction in practice occurs almost as often as underreaction and that eventually the market corrects inappropriate reactions. The behavioural approach does not provide generally valid conclusions that might be an alternative to the efficient capital market theory.

---

1 We have dealt with the assumptions of the efficient capital market theory also in another article in the "Profiles of World Economists" series. See: Šestáková, M.Merton, H. Miller, BIATEC, 2002 no. 8, pgs. 22 – 24.

According to what information is reflected in security prices three forms (or levels) of market efficiency are usually differentiated. The first, the so-called weak form, assumes that existing prices reflect all information on the past development of security prices. Technical analysis of past trends is simply a waste of time and money. The second, so-called semi-weak form, assumes that prices react flexibly to all publicly available (published) information – for example in the annual reports of corporations, their strategic objectives, etc. This thesis has essentially been confirmed also by empirical research. Finally, the third, the so-called strong form of efficiency means that prices reflect also other information on the performance of firms, which may be gained by means of fundamental analysis.


Anomalies are essentially a matter of chance, where an important role in identifying anomalies is played also by the methodology used.

The New York Stock Exchange crash in 1987 is often given as a practical example of capital market inefficiency. On a single day October 19th, 1987 ("Black Monday"), the Dow Jones index of industrial corporations fell by 23 points and in its wake several foreign indices fell by even higher values. There are various interpretations as to why this fall occurred. In Fama's opinion this case was a mistake, there did not exist any principal information that would have required such a large break in security prices. This still however does not mean that the efficient capital market theory is invalid. It is possible that securities prices were before overvalued, and then reached a normal level. It cannot convincingly been proven whether the price of an individual security is undervalued or overvalued, the development of these prices is random. It is interesting that the stock exchange crash did not change essentially the relative prices of individual securities. And it is in this field of relative prices that the efficient capital market theory has its focus from the aspect of its importance for investors. Prices apparently continued to reflect relevant information and attempts to beat the market again cannot be successful over the long term.

Even though the basic paradigm of the efficient market is still valid, the efficient capital market theory has over the past decades undergone a certain development. E. Fama himself sees this development primarily in the deeper understanding of the various dimensions of risk. The traditional capital asset pricing model (CAPM) recognises actually only one dimension of risk, sensitivity to market return or the so-called market beta. This approach is still popular. In Fama's view however a more complex model is necessary, one that would include the various dimensions of risk.

We have already mentioned above the three dimensions of risk (the so-called three-factor model). The volatility of security prices can have various causes and different sources of risk are reflected differently in market prices. Returns on so-called value stocks in essence do not fluctuate more than those on growth stocks, but this will be reflected in prices in a different manner. Historically, according to Fama, investors can do better by tilting their portfolio in value direction.

Special sources of risk arise in international investing, where it is necessary to take into consideration different income taxation systems. As regards emerging capital markets, return volatility is too high and in Fama's view it takes roughly one hundred years before it is clear whether investors are compensated or not.

In sum it is shown that the efficient capital market theory has successfully survived the attacks of critics and still fills the role of the most general theoretical basis that may be useful also for the practical decision making of investors and financial managers in business.

It is true that this theory is based on the assumption of a developed market economy and requires also the fulfilment of certain institutional requirements (for example in the functioning of the stock market and various financial institutions, in legislation for providing information to investors etc). It cannot mechanically be applied to emerging capital markets in transforming economies. It would perhaps be absurd to assume that share prices in these capital markets actually reflect all relevant information. Nevertheless, sooner or later these markets will have to develop and approach the criteria of an efficient market.

The conclusions of the efficient capital market theory can however already today be instructive for our collective investment institutions (for example mutual funds), which purchase foreign stock and attempt to implement an active portfolio management policy – often to the detriment of their shareholders.

---
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